
I heard people saying “I don’t 

have enough time”

Have you heard something like 

this? 



Agenda
 What is the time?

 Some Example

 Time Management and the myth

 What is the essence?

 How can you be effective?

 Tools? 

 About Me

 Thank you



Source (Wikipedia)-

A dimension in which events can be ordered from the 
past through the present into the future, and also the 
measure of duration of the events and the intervals 
between them.

પ્રક્રિયા અને બે પ્રક્રિયા કે ભતૂકાળ માાં થઇ ગઈ છે અથવા ભવવષ્ય 
માાં થવાની છે તે વચ્ચે નો ગાળો તેમજ આ પ્રક્રિયાઓ ને ભતુકાળ 
થી વતતમાન થી ભવવષ્યકાળ માાં િવમક રીતે ગોઠવવા માટે જે 
આયામ છે, તેજ સમય છે.



Define TIME

Most likely…… NO!

According to Rigveda, TIME is ETERNAL, it is TRUTH, it is ENERGY. It is Dimensional. 

It is something that we can not define. But for sure, it is something that controls 
everything, it can be material or non-material item. 

According to verse (1:30:21 and 22) that we should not waste a single second. 

What do you think? Is it possible practically?





Time Management / સમય ની વ્યવસ્થા

 Is it possible to manage our time optimally?

 YES!! Very much possible.  

 Do you think that the IMPORTANCE given to the TIME is apt? 

 YES! It is. And, we all know this.



The person who don’t respect time, will 

often do following:

 Being untidy

 Can’t remember where things are kept

 Can't be on meeting place at time

 Rescheduling a meeting

 Doesn’t get ready with notes for a meeting

 Try work on everything or doesn’t delegate the work

 Don’t remember things to do



Lets Face The Myth

 Work more in less time

 Expensive items are required to work or save time

 TIME = MONEY

 Smart Phones are our biggest enemy, true?

 Work on more than one item at a time

 ............



So what is the truth about TIME?

It is PRIORITY, it always will be

To understand what is priority for you and arrange 

them in order.

That’s one of the key to SUCCESS











Lets talk about PRIORITY because that’s 

something that can help you be effective

Priorities

Study

Job

Family

Vacation

Personal 

Growth

Friends



Priorities

Giving YOURSELF some 

more time and study 

further (it can be 

anything)

Do MORE, work LESS –

Find the smart way

Help others, Make 

difference, Be open to 

learn new things

Spending a good 

time with Family & 

Friends

Further Study

Good Job & Getting 

Promoted

Own a house & Car

Helping your friends 

Decide what you want



Prioritizing

Arrange the tasks in order of importance

Adjust sometimes for EMERGENCY/Errands 

Give sometime to THINK and PLAN

Be FLEXIBLE (One of the Success Mantra)

Let’s understand and ACCEPT, we can’t do each and 

everything

When in confusion, ask yourself

Is it important to do this task now?

Is it optimal use of my time?



PRIME TIME

Think and Understand

The time when you feel energetic

The time when you are more focused

The time you can do  self assessment / 
retrospection 



Learn to say NO

When you are working on important item

When it’s not a good time

Any item which you doesn’t have a knowledge 
of

You, my friend, you are the one who needs to 

make list of important items for yourself



Design YOUR Life

Define

Who I am

What I want

What I am about



Let’s talk about some tools and how 

you can use them effectively

 Define and Measure Goal(s), they should be

 Define

 Measurable

 Plan

 Track 

For example, my Goal is to pass board exam with 95%. Write off that onto a 

board, visible to you every time, day & night (this will give you an affirmation to 

your subconscious mind). Make a plan on how you would study, and keep 

track of it.  



GOAL(s) & TASK(s)

 Divide your GOALs into smaller task

 Make a list of subject and topics

 Prioritise them, keep easy thing first in your list 

 Tasks

 Schedule it daily

 The first thing in the morning

 Side note: Train yourself to start your day as early as you can. 



To-Do Lists

 The first thing first

 When you wake-up, make your to-do list

 Daily

 Weekly

 Monthly

 Update your list every morning

 Create don’t do list as well



Tools
 Planners and Organizers

 Maintain a calendar

 Carry it with you

 Make note of commitments



Covey’s Four Quadrants



IKE Mobile App



Now tell me what do you 

think? 

Do you have enough time?
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